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THE IMAGE OF THE IDEAL RULER IN
MEDIEVAL BULGARIAN LITERATURE
AND ART
Elka BAKALOVA

From medieval Bulgaria we have no surviving explicit text,
spelling out the concept of Ideal Rulership. But we did have
other sources providing verbal and pictorial information
bearing on this question. I’ll try to show some of those sources
associated with the personality of Bulgarian King Ivan
Alexander (1331-1371). I have chosen this particular case first
because the 14th century, which closes the very important
period of Bulgarian medieval culture, is still subject of
incomplete research, incessant discussions and reappraisal of
its values. On the other hand, Ivan Alexander is the only
Bulgarian ruler of whom the comparatively largest number of
portraits has come down to us. Arranged in chronological order
they almost ‘cover’ his long and successful reign.
I.
I have recently worked on the text of a eulogy of Bulgarian
King taken from a manuscript Psalter, commissioned by Ivan
Alexander, written in Kouklen monastery in 1337, which is
now in the Library of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences in
Sofia (known therefore as Sofia Psalter of Ivan Alexander).1 It
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is interpolated after the Psalms and between the canticles (the
5th canticle of Isaiah). It is published,2 usually regarded as a
verbal “portrait”, and sometimes even as a “realistic” portrait
of the Bulgarian King, written by an author “who is fully entitled
to claim originality”. The Serbian scholar Ðordje Trifunovic
writes the following about this literary portrait:
“In his short eulogy of the Bulgarian King Ivan Alexander,
written in the Psalter of 1337, the author conveys an
unusual peculiarity about an upright walk with bent knees.
Here it seems that among the literary topoi the copyist of
the Psalter and author of the eulogy introduces a realistic
feature: ïðàâîñëàâíýèøà âú âúñý÷úñêûõü, | ñòàðýèøèíý æå
è âîèíîíà÷ ë±íèêà | è âú áðàíåõü êðýï±êààãî, ðà÷íòåë±íà æå | è
áëãî¹âýøëíâà, ð¹ìýí±íî äîáðîçðà|÷íàãî è êðàñíàãî âèäîìü,
êîëýíîñú|æ©òà è ïðàâîõîä±öà, çð ñëàä±êî î÷åñû íà | âúñýõü”.3

The Bulgarian scholar K. Kuev has a much more emphatic
opinion:
“This is a work by a Bulgarian author, which should be
credited with more originality than it has been so far.”

In his article entitled The Image of Ivan Alexander in
Middle Bulgarian poetry (sic!), he defines it as a “solemn
hymn”4, whereas L. Grasheva ascribes it to the genre of
“rhetorical prose”.5 These contradictory opinions of prominent
literary historians regarding the genre identity and the originality
of this text provoked me to make my own study, the results of
which I present below.6
The current study of the text yields the following results:
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1. I shall dwell first on the question of the genre.
The whole structure of this short eulogy and all of its
rhetorical devices without exception point to Menander’s PERI
EPIDEIKTIKVN, a treatise of the famous teacher of rhetoric
in Laodicea-on-Lycus (end of 3rd - beginning of 4th century),
which provides directions for composing the so-called
basilikÚw lÒgow, i.e., the imperial oration, or the royal
address.7 The imperial oration according to Menander is an
encomium of the emperor:
“It will thus embrace a generally agreed amplification
(aÎjhsiw) of the good things attaching to the emperor, but
allows no ambivalent or disputed features, because of the
extreme splendor of the person concerned.”8

After the prooimion, i.e., the introduction, the author of
such an oration must come to the topic of the native country
of the emperor (patr¤w), of his family (g°now) and of his birth
(g°nnhsiw). But Menander is flexible and gives the possibility
to vary the emphasis in the oration. So he notes:
“If neither his city nor his nation is conspicuously famous,
you should omit this topic, and consider whether his family
has prestige or not. If it has, work this up. If it is humble or
without prestige, omit it likewise, and start with the
emperor himself ...”9

Next comes the description of the nature (fÊsiw) and
(énatrofÆ) of the emperor and of his character or of his
“accomplishments” (°pithdeÊmata). After “accomplishments”
comes the topic of ‘actions’ (prãjeiw). Menander wrote:
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“You should divide such ‘actions’ into times of peace and
times of war, and put war first, if the subject of your praise
has distinction in this. Actions of courage should come
into consideration first in such subject: courage reveals
an emperor more than do other virtues. If however, he has
never fought a war (a rare circumstance), you have no
choice but to proceed to peaceful topics.”10

It is clear from the discussion so far that the author of the
eulogy of Ivan Alexander does not act just on his whim “first
to portray the image of Ivan Alexander and then to consider
his deeds”, as considered by K. Kuev, 11 but in this he
demonstrates thorough familiarity with the principles of eulogy
construction. The fact that “the rapture of the author is caused
firstly of Ivan Alexander’s military feats” (K. Kuev)12 is in fact a
strict adherence to the compositional principles of the genre
in Byzantine literature. Menander wrote:
“You should also describe the emperor’s own battles, and
invest him with all impressiveness and knowledge, as
Homer does for Achilles, Hector and Ajax.”13

Matters for our author of course were simplified as Ivan
Alexander did indeed wage victorious campaigns and it was
easy to “develop the theme well”. And namely here what was
specific for King Ivan Alexander “penetrates chiefly as content,
without changing the system of elements, building up the
image”, as L. Grasheva correctly notes in the introduction to
the book on the rhetorical prose in medieval Bulgarian
literature.14
These brief quotations from the treatise of Menander should
draw our attention to the fact that the author of the short eulogy
of the Bulgarian King conforms to the recommended rules,
or, better said, to the principles of this genre in Byzantine
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literature. Thus, he is stretching the meaning of the wars and
victories of Ivan Alexander, enumerating the fortified cities
and all the territories he had conquered. And exactly according
to Menander’s instructions, as the encomium is on warlike
actions, the author is speaking of them under the heading of
courage, not under any other virtue. Further, exhorts Menander,
“always divide the actions of those you are going to praise
into virtues, there are four virtues: courage (éndre¤a),
justice (dikaiosÊnh), temperance (svfrosÊnh), and
wisdom (frÒnhsiw) and see to what virtues the actions
belong”.15

Humanity (filanyrvp¤a) is the other virtue of the ruler
pointed out by Menander. According to him,
“Justice is a portion of his humanity: for when victorious,
the emperor did not reply the aggressors in kind, but divided
his actions in just proportion between punishment and
humanity”.

And further:
“Under ‘justice’ you should commend mildness towards
subjects, humanity towards petitioners and accessibility”.16

Similar virtues of King Ivan Alexander are also pointed
out in our text: he is called “righteous beyond words, judge of
orphans and widows”, “gracious”, “benevolent”, etc. So, our
author exclaims:
“Who, among us, after having seen the King, would return
grieving to his home?!”
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There is another peculiarity of our text which is linked
with the rhetorical prescriptions of Menander: the comparison
of the Bulgarian King with Alexander the Great.
“In his military might he seems to me as second Alexander
of ancient times. Like him [Ivan Alexander] from very
beginning [of his reign] took many cities with fortitude
and courage. So he appears before us, the great Ivan
Alexander, ruling over all the Bulgarians, he, who has
proven himself in difficult and hard battles; who has
powerfully overcome the Greek King and when the latter
was at a loss, he captured him and took the fortified towns:
Nessebar [Messambria on the Black Sea] and all the
Pomorie [the Black See Coast] together with Romania, as
well as Bdin and all of the lower Danube even to the
Morava river. The rest of the towns and villages, countries
and coutryside fell at his feet.”

Menander always recommends the techniques of
comparison (sugkr¤siw):
“Add also a comparison to each of the main heads,
comparing nature with nature, upbringing with upbringing,
education with education and so on, looking out also
examples of Roman emperors or generals or the most
famous of the Greeks.”17

The case of Alexander the Great is cited in several places
as a key model:
“You must not forget our previous proposition, namely that
comparisons should be made under each head; these
comparisons, however, will be partial (e.g., education with
education, temperance with temperance) whereas the
complete one will concern the whole subject, as when
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we compare a reign as a whole and in sum with another
reign, e.g., the reign of Alexander with he present one.”18

Or:
“Come then and behold these things, come to add to our
glories, to be our second Alexander.”19

2. It is necessary to emphasize that the rhetorical
prescriptions of Menander find many illustrations in both pagan
and Christian oratory.20 But later, in the Byzantine tradition,
we find a new, typically Christian layer of descriptive
conventions – such for instance as comparisons with the mighty
rulers of Biblical or Christian times (David, Solomon, or
Constantine the Great). The so-called „Christian discourse”
underlines the grace and piety, the philanthropy and charity
(eÈs°beia) of the king.21 So, along with Menander’s rhetorical
scheme for the praise of emperors our eulogy contains a lot of
those typical for the Christian discourse descriptive
conventions. The most important among them is the emphasis
on the relationship between the Lord’s and the King’s power,
accentuating the transmission of the power from Christ to the
King, which is stressed in our text at a very beginning (“… let
us praise God and sing a solemn song to Christ ... who had
given to us the great commander and King of Kings.”). Such is
also the comparison of Ivan Alexander with Constantine the
Great:
“It seems to me that this King appeared as a new
Constantine among the Kings in his faith and piety, heart
and character, having as a scepter the triumphant Cross,
when bearing and showing this standard he drove away
and dismissed all resisting and arrogant forces …”
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These innovations occur as early as Constantine’s day, for
example in exemplary work representing Early Byzantine
rhetorical prose, namely the Jubilee Oration of Eusebius of
Caesarea In Praise of Constantine, delivered on 22 of May
337 on the occasion of the 30 th anniversary of the reign of the
founder of Constantinople and the Eastern Roman Empire.22
From here on, they vary in the numerous eulogies of the
successive emperors. Moreover, from here on Constantine
becomes an imperial prototype, a point of reference, and
symbol of imperial legitimacy and identity not only for the
Byzantine, but also for all the orthodox rulers during the time
of their existence.23 From Tiberius to Michael VIII Palaelogus,
who refers to himself as the “New Constantine”, many
Byzantine emperors either adopt the name Constantine or call
themselves “the New Constantine”. Paul Magdalino was
justified when he recently entitled his book considering the
problem New Constantines. The Rhythm of Imperial Renewal
in Byzantium. 4th-13th centuries.24 Constantine became not
only “the most standard image” of Byzantine political ideology
in the so-called Fürstenspiegel,25 but also recommended as a
model for rulers of other Orthodox states (even in a broader
sense Christian). It suffices to recall the letter of Patriarch Photius
to the Bulgarian King Boris-Michael.26
This layer, let us call it the Christian layer, no doubt is
traceable in the examined text. It simply matches the model
recommended by Menander without any difficulties. From the
very beginning, there is Praise of Christ, the Christian Lord:
“Let us praise God and sing a solemn song to Christ, the
King-crown-giver and Lord (Master?) of us all who has given
to us the great commander and King of Kings, the great
Ivan Alexander, the most orthodox of all …”
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and in the second part, after the comparison with Alexander
of Macedonia, comes the comparison with Constantine the
Great. It is clear that the main theme of the eulogy of our
author is the military successes and consolidation of the state
resulting from the activity of the Bulgarian King (a theme also
considered basic by Menander). The comparison with
Alexander the Great allows the emphasizing of the military
might of the King, while the comparison with Constantine, to
explain what lies behind the victories of the King. In fact, it is
meaningless to recall that the comparison with Constantine
the Great occurs in other texts, as well as in the fine arts, as is
the case with the Ossuary of the Bachkovo Monastery, where
the portrait of King Ivan Alexander is compared with the
portraits of Saints Constantine and Helena.22
3. The last part or the epilogue of our eulogy does not
exclude the rules of Menander, but displays one of the ways
they could be modified. Menander wrote:
“The epilogue should be elaborated by having regard to
the scope of the subject, representing the inhabitants
greeting the governor: ‘We have come to meet you, all of
us, in whole families, children, old men, adults, priestly
clans, associations of public men, the common people,
greeting you with joy, all welcoming you with cries of
praise, calling you our savior and fortress, our bright
star…”27

And after this,
“you must utter a prayer, beseeching God that the
emperor’s reign may endure long, and the throne be
handed down to his children and his descendants.”28
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The author of our eulogy follows the prescriptions almost
literally. He wrote:
“Come forth now, you patriarchs and bishops, monks and
ascetics, judges, slaves and freemen, dignitaries and all
the army; and rejoice with unexpressed joy and render
glory to the great King Christ our God, the wreath-giver
and raise to him your victorious song: Oh, Holy Trinity,
save the Bulgarian King, protect and strengthen him, give
him victory over his enemies and endow him with
longevity, O Lord of us all…”

Both the glorification of Christ and the subsequent address
to the Holy Trinity as well as the following series of
chairetismoi (“Rejoice, o King of The Bulgarians, King of Kings.
Rejoice chosen by God, Rejoice o merciful, Rejoice, o
crowned by God! Rejoice guarded by God! Rejoice leader in
war-times! Rejoice intercessor of the faithful!...”) borrowed
from Byzantine hymnography belong undoubtedly to the
so-called Christian layer of conventions and are characteristic
of the eulogies of a number of Byzantine emperors. Such
eulogies are clearly influenced by the Acathistos Hymn of the
Virgin as well as by the eulogies of saints in medieval Bulgarian
literature.29
As we noted above, it is also Menander who prescribes a
description of the populace welcoming the king to be included
in the epilogue. Moreover, I would like to point out that the
whole mise-en-scène with the cheering crowd, raising banners,
and representatives of all layers of society greeting the king
with victorious songs inevitably reminds us the ceremony of
adventus, which was developed in the Roman antiquity, but
in use throughout the Middle Ages on occasions of triumphal
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entry of a ruler. It is on such occasions that the whole populace
– men, women, old and young, and children – welcome the
procession with a variety of gestures, chants, and
acclamations.30
4. I would like to note very briefly a few things about the
description of the appearance of the king in the eulogy. Here
too, the author follows the Byzantine literary models. Among
the most conventional descriptions of the appearance of the
emperor in the Byzantine encomiastic literature can be seen
here “pink-cheeked, kind-sighted and good-looking”, all of
them traits inherited from portrait descriptions of antiquity.
The encomium, to quote Michael Psellus, describes
“what is a decoration for the soul of the character of the
hero, which endows his physical nature with beauty and
what is given to the hero from his origins and is illuminated
by the Lord”.31

These requirements are also kept in other genre forms,
especially when referring to the appearance of the Emperor.
Thus, the same Psellus in his Chronographia characterizes Basil
II as
“suspicious of everyone, a haughty and secretive man,
ill-tempered, and irate with those who failed to carry out
his wishes”.32

He also adds:
“Terrible then was the vengeance he took on miscreant”
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or
“where he had burst out in anger against someone; he did
not quickly moderate his wrath”33.

However, when referring to the appearance of the emperor
he is closer to the encomiastic standard, even when this is in
contradiction with the previous text. Moreover, the author
himself notes this contradiction, beginning with a description
in the following manner:
“So much for his character. As for his personal appearance,
it betrayed the natural nobility of the man, for his eyes
were light-blue and fiery, the eye-brows not overhanging
nor sullen, not yet extended in one straight line, like a
women’s, but well-arched and indicative of his pride. The
eyes were neither deep-set (a sign of knavishness and
cunning) nor yet too prominent (a sign of frivolity), but
they shone with brilliance that was manly. His whole face
was rounded off, as if from center into a perfect circle,
and joined to the shoulders by a neck that was firm and
not too long. His chest was neither thrust out in front of
him, nor hanging on him, so to speak, nor again was it
concave and, as it were, cramped; rather was it the mean
between the two extremes, and the rest of his body was in
harmony with it.”34

So where are the live individual features?
5. Further, in our text we come to the ambivalent and
most disputed feature of the Bulgarian king: “with bent knees
and upright walking”. The difficulty stems from the fact that
this characterization is placed in the text on the borderline
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between the description of the king’s appearance and the
enumeration of his moral qualities. A traditional way of
interpreting this has been to take it as referring to the physical
description of the King. The problem is that if this sense is
intended, then the language is curiously oblique and unclear.
And as these features are placed on the borderline between
the description of the king’s appearance and the enumeration
of his moral qualities there could be a connection with the
following qualities considered specific to Christian moral
virtues, as for instance “the most orthodox among all”. As such,
the elements of this characterization should be also related to
the moral virtues of the King. For the following two
descriptions, namely “gazing sweetly over all, righteous beyond
words, judge of orphans and widows” positively stand for the
important qualities “charity, humanity” and “justice” which
we have already discussed.
The bent knees, which unambiguously remind us of the
proskynesis pose, are undoubtedly a calque from Greek
“kãmptv tå gÒnatå mou”, as it is used, for example, in the
Epistle of Apostle Paul to the Ephesians 3, 14. :
“ToÊtou xãrin kãmptv tå gÒnatã mou prÚw tÚn
pat°ra“ (“For this cause I bow my knees unto the Father
of our Lord Jesus Christ”).

The same words are to be found in the commentaries of
Origen on the mentioned Epistle of Apostle Paul to the
Ephesians:
“[toÊtou xãrin kãmptv tå gÒnatã mou prÚw tÚn
pat°ra.] [ÉVrig°nhw fhs¤] tÚ kãmptein tå gÒnata
sÊmbolÒn §stin êllhw gonuklis¤aw t∞w ginom°nhw §n t“
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Ípotãssesyai t“ Ye“ ka‹ Ípopeptvk°nai aÈt“.
toÊtƒ går t“ lÒgƒ ka‹ ı épÒstolÒw fhsin ·na §n t“
ÙnÒmati ÉIh!oË pçn gÒnu kãmpt˙ §pouran¤vn ka‹
§pige¤vn ka‹ kataxyon¤vn, ka‹ l°gomen mØ pãntvw tå
§pourãnia ¶xein s≈mata gegonatvm°na, ¶ti d¢ ka‹ tå
kataxyÒnia ımo¤vw, prÚw toÊtoiw oÈd¢ tåw
éphllagm°naw toÊtou toË s≈matow cuxãw.“35
(“Origen says: The bending of the knees is a symbol of
another genuflection done in submission to God and
subjection of his authority. The Apostle also uses this
expression to refer to the need for the knees of all those in
Heaven and those on Earth and those under the Earth, to
bend in the name of Christ, and we say this about those
who are in the Heavens who have no bodies with knees,
and also those under the Earth in the same way, as well as
the souls which have been liberated from this body.”).
The bent knees of the King point out his piety and his
homage to Christ. Sometimes this verb is substituted by
the verb “proskun°v”.36

The “upright walk” derives from Greek ryopod°vî as it
is used, for example, in the Epistle of Apostle Paul to the
Galatians 2, 14:
“ éll’ ˜te e‰don ˜ti oÈk ÙryopodoËsin prÚw tØn élÆyeian
toË eÈaggel¤ou“ (“But when I saw that they were not
straightforward about the truth of the gospel, I said to Peter
before them all…”),

or from “Ùryå bad¤zein“, which has a similar meaning.
This verb is to be found in the Homily of St John Chrysostom
on Matthew:
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“OÈ går oÏtv genna¤aw ka‹ neanik∞w §sti cux∞w Ùryå
bad¤zein ka‹ diÒlou tr°xein (¶xei går ≤ toiaÈth
sunodoipÒron tØn égayØn §lp¤da, éle¤fousan,
diege¤rousan, neuroËsan, proyumot°ran §rgazom°nhn),
…w tÚ metå toÁw mur¤ouw stefãnouw ka‹ tå pollå
trÒpaia ka‹ tåw n¤kaw, tØn §sxãthn Ípome¤nasan
zhm¤an, dunhy∞nai pãlin §pilab°syai t«n aÈt«n
drom«n.”37

The meaning of the whole passage runs as follows:
“and it is not characteristic in this way of the courageous/
noble and youthful soul to walk upright without running
(for this soul has as its traveling companion good hope,
which stimulates, raises up, gives courage, makes more
eager), so that after many wreaths and trophies and
victories, and having undergone the utmost suffering, it
will be able to return to the same road.”38

The tradition within which we consider our eulogy is a
canon of well-established commonplaces for composing the
imperial oration. P. Magdalino wrote:
“The frequency with which the emperor was praised made
the imperial image a stereotype. Yet it also ensured that
the stereotype was infinitely variable”.39

Let me quote L. Grasheva from the introduction to the
volume on Rhetorical Prose in medieval Bulgaria:
“Each canonical art, which also constitutes the solemn
rhetoric of the Middle Ages, realizes its esthetic norms
through an unlimited number of variations.”40
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Therefore, it is not possible to find two identical imperial
encomiums, and neither of them follows Menander’s
instructions literally. What the Byzantine encomiasts, as well
as the Bulgarian author of the Eulogy for Tsar Ivan Alexander,
draw from Menander and other sources is not a literally copied
model, but a collection of structured principles, motifs and
techniques which appear in no end of combinations and
variants.
“The successful encomium, as P. Magdalino pointed out,
was the one which, through imaginative use of
Amplification and Comparison, made old topoi look as
good as new.”41

Such, we think, is the case in the eulogy of King Ivan
Alexander in the Sofia Psalter.
II.
As I mentioned, Ivan Alexander is the only Bulgarian ruler
of whom the largest number of portraits has come down to us.
1. The earliest of them are preserved among the miniatures
of the Bulgarian manuscript translation of The Chronicle of
Constantine Manasses (now in the Vatican Library, cod. Slavo
2) which is dated 1344-1345. 42 On f.1 Ivan Alexander is
depicted in garments identical to those worn by the Byzantine
Emperor, and standing on a red subpedaneum. An angel is
shown above him, placing a second crown on his head; Jesus
Christ is on the King’s right side (in the left part of the
composition), half-turned towards him and holding a scroll in
his hand, while on his other side stands the author of the
Chronicle, Constantine Manasses (ill. 11). There is no doubt
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that this image reproduces in general a Byzantine iconographic
formula. The angel with the crown above Ivan Alexander means
that the King, as a Byzantine Emperor, receives his authority
from heaven. According to Hans Belting, the Byzantine
protograph (i.e., Byzantine manuscript version of the
Chronicle) had no such initial miniature, and the Bulgarian
craftsman used as his model the donor compositions in the
chrysobullae of the Byzantine Emperors. But he did not follow
them directly. The very fact that Christ was removed from the
center and “degraded” to the position of one of the figures
accompanying the Bulgarian King excludes the use of an
existing Byzantine model.43 In any case, Byzantine models
were not mechanically copied, but were given a new meaning
or changed, depending on wishes of our donor. 44 This
phenomenon, as we saw, was also characteristic in other
spheres of cultural life in the fourteenth century.45
2. The next image of Ivan Alexander on f. 91 is particularly
interesting from the viewpoint of artistic media in expressing
the concept of the ideal ruler within a framework of the
Orthodox ideology.46 Ivan Alexander is depicted there with
King David blessing him, and with an angel offering him a
sword, the symbol of the divine origin of royal power. The
text written on the scroll of King David, part of Psalm 21 (called
A Royal Psalm of Salvation), is also a eulogy of the royal power
(ill. 9).47 This iconographic formula is purely Byzantine
(although no example of a similar composition in Byzantine
art could be quoted). Anyhow, it is due to the tradition
(mentioned above) of comparing the Byzantine Emperor to
Old Testament personalities who combined spiritual and
worldly power. Constantine the Great was already called not
only a “new Moses” (by Eusebius of Caesarea), but also “savior
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of the chosen peoples” and a “new David”. This appellation
was later given to other Emperors, comparisons between David
and Basil I being particularly frequent.48 The idea of putting
forward Ivan Alexander as a successor of King David, who
was considered the ideal type of ruler, can be taken as a sui
generis form of legitimizing the Bulgarian king’s claim not
only to the Bulgarian, but also to the Byzantine throne.49 It is
not fortuitous that in his title the formula “King of all Bulgarians
and Greeks” was used.
3. This formula is to be found accompanying the
particularly representative portrait of Ivan Alexander in the
Ossuary of Bachkovo monastery, dating from the period after
1344, when this region, together with Bachkovo monastery,
was ceded to Ivan Alexander by the Byzantine Empress Anne
of Savoy in exchange for the assistance she was promised in
her struggle against John Cantacuzenous. The inscription, very
damaged today, read:
“Yoan by the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ King and
Autokrator of the Bulgarians and the Romai Alexander.”50

Ivan Alexander is depicted full face, dressed in an imperial
sakkos, ornamented with embroidered bands on sleeves
(perivrachia) and a gold loros covered with pearls and precious
stones, one end of which is thrown over the King’s arm. Flying
angels are crowning his head with a tall domed crown. He
holds a cross in his right hand, and in his left an akakia, insignia
of royal power, adopted from Byzantium (ill. 10). The garments
and insignia, as well as the iconographic schema in the portrait
of the Bulgarian King, follow the established formula for
depicting the Byzantine Emperor.51
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4. The garments and insignia of Ivan Alexander in the
miniatures of the famous Gospel, commissioned by him, which
is now in the Manuscripts Department of the British Library
(the so called London Tetraevangelium, or the Curzon Bible),
are all the same as in the previous manuscript.52 As S. Der
Nersessian has shown, a Byzantine manuscript Tetraevangelium
of the 11th century (Cod. Paris. gr.74) or another copy of it
was taken as the prototype of this codex.53 It was natural that
in this case some iconographic schemata at hand were used
in creating the illuminations of the Bulgarian manuscript. As
the person who commissioned the manuscript, Ivan Alexander
appears in the miniatures several times. On f. 88v., under the
image of Christ sending the Twelve Apostles off to preach, the
King is seen in an attitude of prayer, receiving the blessing of
St. Matthew the Evangelist. A cursory glance at the respective
miniature of the Byzantine protograph (on f.61 v.) is sufficient
to register the striking similarity of the composition, but instead
of the King there is a figure in a monk’s garb, which depicts
the Abbot of Stoudion monastery in Constantinople. (The
difference is also that Matthew is stretching the book out to
the Abbot and is not blessing him). New studies assign the
Paris. gr.74 to the production of the Stoudion scriptorium.54
5. In the same way, Ivan Alexander replaces the abbot
between Abraham and the Holy Virgin in the Garden of
Paradise in the miniature depicting The Last Judgment (f. 124v.,
and f. 93v. of Paris. gr. 74) and expresses his hope of taking
the respective place in the Paradise.
6. Further on, on f. 134, below the composition of The
Ascension, Ivan Alexander is again depicted in an attitude of
prayer, receiving the blessing of St. Mark (ill. 4). And here the
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composition entirely repeats f. 101v. of the Byzantine original
(with a small difference in the gesture of the Evangelist),
including even the form and decoration of the double arch
under which the figures are depicted. At the end of the Gospel
of St. Luke (f. 212v.) the King is depicted full face, receiving
the blessing of St. Luke, and behind the figures their attributes
have been painted: behind Ivan Alexander a shield, spear and
sword, and behind St. Luke a writing desk. And although in
the Greek manuscript the respective miniature is missing (the
folio has been lost),55 the image has been very closely followed,
as is the case in the last miniature with St. John the Evangelist
(f. 272v., see ill. 5).
7. The comparison between the last two donor miniatures
is of considerable importance for us. It elucidates the essence
of the complete donor iconography of the eleventh-century
Stoudion Codex. And hence, the possible grounds for using it
in the illumination of a fourteenth-century Bulgarian
manuscript, as well as the introduction of certain changes. In
the f. 213 of Paris. gr. 74 St. John the Theologian is handing
the abbot’s staff to a monk who has been chosen to heal the
monastery brotherhood, and the Lord’s right hand is thrust in
blessing between the two arches. Here again the symbolic
transmission of power (investiture) is depicted, only that this
time the post of the abbot is emphasized as a symbol of spiritual
power, which ensues from Christ and is transferred through
the earthly servants of the Church. The sense of the scene is
further elucidated by the poetic text written below it. It stresses
the fact that the abbot’s power comes from heaven, from the
heavenly Jerusalem, and that the staff, the sign of spiritual
leadership, is a gift of God. This iconographic formula,
although not so widespread as that of the investiture of the
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Emperor, is nevertheless well known from the miniatures in
certain eleventh-century Byzantine manuscripts. What is more,
its presence usually offers grounds to connect the manuscript
containing it with the production of the Stoudion scriptorium,
although, as Ioannis Spatharakis rightly observes, a similar
scene would be quite regular and comprehensive in every
monastery and in every milieu of monks.56 It is obvious that
the ideas on which both iconographic formulae are founded
were similar – a symbolical transmission of secular (state) and
spiritual power – and were expressed in a similar way. But the
use of a Byzantine model was in no case blind, a mechanical
copying, but a result of the profound understanding of its
ideological content. The changes in the iconography of this
last scene, though insignificant at first sight, are eloquent
evidence of this. In the Bulgarian manuscript, the heavenly
segment with the Lord’s benedictory right hand is missing.
This fact already means that the theme was changed and that
no transmission of power under the wing of the Lord was in
question. Here St. John the Evangelist transmits to King Ivan
Alexander not the abbot’s staff (which would be an absurdity),
but a book. He offers him as an annunciation the Word of
God, the finished Tetraevangelium. Thus, the iconographic
model is transformed and given a new sense of bringing Ivan
Alexander to the fore as the man who commissioned the
manuscript codex. And the codex is symbolically offered to
him as a personal gift by St. John the Theologian, the King’s
patron and heavenly protector.
8. However, this does not mean that the themes of the
relationship between the Lord’s and the King’s power, between
the heavenly and the earthly ruler, is in general excluded from
the ideological content of the miniatures which illuminate the
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London Gospel of Ivan Alexander. On the contrary, it has
found its place at the very beginning of the manuscript and is
expressed in a large donor composition which covers two of
its first folios (f. 2v. and f. 3, see ill. 1 and 2) and which is
missing in the Greek prototype. King Ivan Alexander is depicted
with the members of his family in “extended royal
iconography”, which is a phenomenon typical of the
Palaeologan period, as André Grabar observed a long time
ago.57 The purpose of this, as well as of similar images, was
simultaneously to embody the idea of the divine origin of the
King’s rule and the dynastic idea, by depicting the heirs to the
throne together with their reigning parents. Ivan Alexander is
under the heavenly segment with the benedictory Hands of
the Lord. His second wife Theodora and his two sons are with
him; and on f. 2v. the whole “female” part of the royal family
is to be seen together with the son-in-law, Despot Constantine
(ill. 2). But the royal (as well as the imperial) “family portraits”
served not only for bringing officially to the fore “those
portrayed”, but, as Klaus Wessel aptly noted, “above all, for
dynastic propaganda”,58 at the establishing of new dynasty, at
the change of the heir to the throne, etc. In the miniature of
the London Gospel the “dynastic propaganda” is expressed
trough the insignia and official distinctions, as well as through
the inscriptions and nuances in the garments. The new heir
presumptive to the throne, flanked by his parents, is Ivan
Shishman, called “tsar” like his father and “son of the great
King Ivan Alexander”, not merely “King’s son” as the younger
Ivan Assen is called. Ivan Shishman is clothed in the same
garments as his father, wears the same crown and is standing
on the same purple cushion etc.59 All this shows that he had
already been proclaimed the co-ruler with his father. Along
with the title “son-Tsar” which is found in both The chronicle
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of Manasses and The London Tetraevangelium to designate
the son-co-ruler and heir to the throne, the title of the “young
Tsar” is used, which is also applied to Ivan Sratsimir in the
Bdin Tetraevangelium of Metropolitan Daniil, preserved in
the British Museum (Add. Mss. 396525).60 The closest parallel
in ideological content, iconography and composition is
provided by the miniature forming the frontispiece with the
image of Manuel II Palaeologus, Empress Elena and their three
children, which illuminates a manuscript of the works of
Dionysius the Areopagite, presented by the Emperor to the
Paris Monastery of Saint Denis (ill. 7) 61
In the existing portraits of Ivan Alexander, as in the
composition from the London Gospels, the King himself, as
well as his relations, is depicted in strict correspondence with
the etiquette prescribed by the Byzantine court, which also
regulated the details of costume according to the place of each
personality in the court hierarchy. In the royal portraits,
Bulgarian painting is the closest to the Byzantine art. 62 As to
the “characterization” of those portrayed, it was in line with
the ideals of immobility, balance, inner proportion and
normativity which were the principal features of portraits for
the Byzantine writers and artists (as it was in general the case
with the aesthetics of the Byzantines) since earlier times. As
well as even in that part of the studied eulogy, where real
things are apparently spoken of, frequetly repeated formulae
are discovered, reaching right back to Late Antiquity and
preserved in Byzantine rhetorical prose. The medieval writer
and artist did not so much depict the personality
“as they transformed and ‘embellished’ it, making it
ceremonious. They are masters of ceremonies. They use
their formulae as signs and give life the form of a parade,
keeping to the rules of decorum.”63
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These several examples draw the attention to the existence
in the fourteenth-century literature and visual art of similar
pictorial principles (within the framework of the artistic media
specific to every art) as an expression of a unified ideological
and artistic concept. I hope that this study which began with
the text of an unknown scribe has given access to a “splendid
theater” (the notion belongs to Sabine McCormack) where art
and literature can be seen “as united in a single
communication”.64
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Illustration 1: The Bulgarian tsar Ivan Alexander and his family :
Ivan Shisman, Theodora, Ivan Assen, The Gospel of London
(or Curzon Gospel), British Library, Add. Ms. 39627, fol. 3r.
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Illustration 2: Constantin Dragaè, Ivan Alexander’s son-in-law,
Thamara, Maria and Desislava, The Gospel of London
(or Curzon Gospel), British Library, Add. Ms. 39627, fol. 2v.
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Illustration 3: Tsar Ivan Alexander between Abraham and the
Holy Virgin in the Garden of Paradise, The Gospel of London
(or Curzon Gospel), British Library, Add. Ms. 39627, fol. 124.
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Illustration 4: Saint Mark blessing tsar Ivan Alexander,
The Gospel of London (or Curzon Gospel), British Library,
Add. Ms. 39627, fol. 144.
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Illustration 5: Saint John offers a book (Gospel) to the tsar
Ivan Alexander, The Gospel of London (or Curzon Gospel),
British Library, Add. Ms. 39627, fol. 144, fol. 272v.
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Illustration 6: John VI Cantacuzenus as emperor and monk
Joasaph, Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Ms. gr. 1242,
fol. 123v
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Illustration 7: Manuel II Palaeologus, Empress Elena and their
three children. Manuscript Ivories 100, Musée du Louvre,
fol. 2r.
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Illustration 8: Manuel Palaeologus, Paris, Bibliothèque
Nationale de France, Suppl. gr. 309.
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Illustration 9: King David blessing the tsar Ivan Alexander,
Chronicle of Constantine Manasses, Cod. Vat. Slavo 2, fol. 91v.
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Illustration 10: Ivan Alexander, Baékovo ossuary, narthex,
North wall, XIVe s.
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Illustration 11: Tsar Ivan Alexander between the Christ and the
author of the Chronicle, Chronicle of Mannasses,
Cod. Vat. Slavo 2, fol. 1.
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Ãîæèæ ¬Ýëõæèãòæ ëâîôèæîåèæ. II. Êèæîêèãòæ çèêðæ, Sofia, 1982, 19.
Menander Rhetor, 84-85.
Ibidem, 88-89.
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Of the quite extensive bibliography, see in particular The Propaganda
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The term “Christian discourse” belongs to Averil Cameron. “I mean by
it all the rhetorical strategies and manners of expression that I take to
be particularly characteristic of Christian writing.”, A. Cameron,
Christianity and the Rhetoric of Empire: The Development of Christian
Discourse, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991, 5.
See for instance the following quotations: “Thus outfitted in the likeness
of the kingdom of heaven, he pilots affairs below with an upward
raised gaze, to steer by archetypal form He grows strong in his model
of monarchic rule, which the Ruler of All has given to the race of man
alone of those on earth.” (H. A Drake, In Praise of Constantine. A
Historical Study and New Translation of Eusebius’ Tricennal Oration,
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All-Ruling God Himself given power to purify human life, to whom He
has revealed even His own Saving Sign, by which He prevailed over
death and fashioned a triumph over His enemies.” (Ibidem, VI(18),
94), etc.
Of the quite extensive bibliography, see in particular: O. Treitinger,
Die oströmische Kaiser und Reichsidee nach ihrer Gestaltung in
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Darmstadt, 1956, 129-134. A. Linder, “The Myth of Constantine the
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“You have done a deed which compares with the achievement of the
great Constantine.” (See the English translation in: D. Stratiudaki White
and J. R. Berrigan (ed.), The Patriarch and the Prince. The Letter of
Patriarch Photios of Constantinople to Khan Boris of Bulgaria,
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Origen, Fragmenta ex commentariis in epistulam ad Ephesios, sect.
15, line 1-7, Eph. III:14. Cf. Athanasius, De morbo et valetudine, (fr)
page 5, line 9-14.
Koriny¤ouw <b §pistolª·> “Eﬁ ka‹ ı ¶jv ≤m«n ênyrvpow
diafye¤retai, éll‘ ı ¶sv énakainoËtai, §n d¢ tª prÚw ÉEfes¤ouw:
“ToÊtou xãrin kãmptv tå gÒnatã mou prÚw tÚn pat°ra,
§j o pçsa patriå §n oÈran“ ka‹ §p‹ g∞w Ùnomãzetai, ·na d“
Ím›n katå tÚ ploËtow t∞w dÒjhw aÈtoË dunãmei krataivy∞nai
diå toË pneÊmatow aÈtoË eﬁw tÚn ¶sv ênyrvpon, katoik∞sai tÚn
XristÚn diå t∞w p¤stevw §n ta›w karEpiphanius, Panarion (56 Adversus haereses), vol. 3, p. 274, line
19-28.
≤ d¢ §kklhs¤a pep¤steuken ˜ti yeÚw oÈ mÒnon §st‹ kt¤sthw
ktismãtvn (toËto går ÉIouda›o¤ te ka‹ ÜEllhnew §p¤stantai), éll’
˜ti ka‹ patÆr §sti monogenoËw, oÈ mÒnon tØn ktistikØn ¶xvn
§n°rgeian, éf’ ∏w kt¤sthw noe›tai, éllå ka‹ ﬁd¤vw ka‹ monogen«w
gennhtikÆn kay’ ∂n patØr monogenoËw ≤m›n noe›tai. toËto går
paideÊvn ≤mçw ı makãriow PaËlow grãfei “toÊtou går xãrin
kãmptv tå gÒnatã mou prÚw tÚn pat°ra, §j o pçsa patriå §n
oÈran“ ka‹ §p‹ g∞w Ùnomãzetai”· <Àsper går §p‹ g∞w pat°rew
Ùnomãzontai>,kay’ ımoiÒthta t«n oﬁke¤vn oÈsi«n toÁw uﬂoÁw
¶xontew, oÏtv ka‹ patØr §n oÈrano›w Ùnomãzetai…
Basilius, De baptismo libri duo, vol. 31, p. 1561, line 20-28.
Diå toÊtvn ka‹ t«n toioÊtvn ı KÊriow toÁw gennhy°ntaw §k
pneÊmatow pneËma gen°syai l°gei.Summarture› d¢ ı
ÉApÒstolow,l°gvn: “ToÊtou xãrin kãmptv tå gÒnatã mou prÚw
tÚn Pat°ra toË Kur¤ou ≤m«n ÉIhsoË XristoË, §j o pçsa patriå
§n oÈran“ ka‹ §p‹ g∞w Ùnomãzetai· ·na d“ Ím›n katå tÚn ploËton
t∞w dÒjhw aÍtoË, dunãmei krataivy∞nai diå toË PneÊmatow aÍtoË
eﬁw tÚn ¶sv ênyrvpon, katoik∞sai tÚn XristÒn
I have located these passages with the help of the TLG.
Septuaginta, Paralipomenon I sive Chronicon I, 19,1 - 21,3.
ka‹ Salvmvn t“ uﬂ“ mou dÚw kard¤an égayØn poie›n tåw §ntolãw
sou ka‹ tå martÊriã sou ka‹ tå prostãgmatã sou ka‹ toË §p‹
t°low égage›n tØn kataskeuØn toË o‡kou sou. ka‹ e‰pen Dauid
pãs˙ tª §kklhs¤& EÈlogÆsate kÊrion tÚn yeÚn Ím«n· ka‹
eÈlÒghsen pçsa ≤ §kklhs¤a kÊrion tÚn yeÚn t«n pat°rvn aÈt«n
ka‹ kãmcantew tå gÒnata prosekÊnhsan t“ kur¤ƒ ka‹ t“
basile›. ka‹ ¶yusen Dauid t“ kur¤ƒ yus¤aw ka‹ énÆnegken
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ılokaut≈mata t“ ye“ tª §paÊrion t∞w pr≈thw ≤m°raw,
mÒsxouw xil¤ouw, krioÁw xil¤ouw, êrnaw xil¤ouw ka‹ tåw spondåw
aÈt«n ka‹ yus¤aw eﬁw pl∞yow pant‹ t“ ‘Israhl
Basilius, In ebriosos, CPG 2858. PG 31, 444-464.
Asmata pÒrnhw fy°gg˙, §kbal∆n toÁw calmoÁw ka‹ toÁw Ïmnouw,
oÓw §didãxyhw. Kine›w pÒdaw, ka‹ §jãll˙ §mman«w, ka‹ xoreÊeiw
éxÒreuta, d°on tå gÒnata kãmptein eﬁw tØn proskÊnhsin; T¤naw
ÙdÊrvmaÛtåw kÒraw tåw épeirogãmouw; μ tåw §n t“ zug“ toË
gãmou katexom°naw; Aﬂ m¢n går §pan∞lyon,tØn paryen¤an oÈk
¶xousai·aﬂ d¢ tØn svfrosÊnhn to›w éndrãsin oÈk §panÆgagon.
PG 57, 342, 18.
I am grateful to Prof. Peter Mackridge for his help in translating these
difficult passages of Origen and St. John Chrysostom.
P. Magdalino, “The Emperor and His Image”, in: P. Magdalino, The
Empire of Manuel I Komnenos, 1143-1180, Cambridge University
Press, 1993, 418.
L. Grasheva, “Çêõëôì äÝèÛå ãîæèê¬Ýëõæèãòæîæ êèæîêèãòæ çèêðæ...” ,
cited above, 14.
P. Magdalino, op. cit., 418.
B. Filov. Les miniatures de la Chronique de Manassès à la Bibliothèque
du Vatican (Cod. vat. slav. II), Sofia, Musée National Bulgare, 1927. Cf.
Idem, Öâùâæî®èâîô ùæ Öæùæãâôäæîæ Ûèêùâòæ äÝä Äæîâòæùãòæîæ
¬â¬ëâêîôòæ, Sofia, 1937; I. Dujcev, The miniatures of the Chronicle
of Manasse, Sofia, Bulgarski Houdozhnik Pub. House, 1963. Idem,
Öâùâæî®èâîô ùæ Öæùæãâôäæîæ ëôîêçâã, Sofia, 1962.
H. Belting, Das illuminierte Buch in der spätbyzantinischen
Gesellschaft, Heidelberg, 1970, 21. Dujcev (op. cit., 32) assumes that
the image of the Byzantine Emperor Manuel I. Komnenos (1140-1180)
was used as a model for this initial miniature, the Chronicle having
been written during his reign. But according to I. Bozhilov
(“Äæîâòæùãòâúî Öæùæãâñ (Cod.Vat. Slavo 2). Îôòãî â öâùâæî®èæ”,
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Eulogy of the Bulgarian King Ivan Alexander in the Sofia
Psalter of I337

……………………......………………………………………
“For as we have gathered let us praise God and sing a
solemn song to Christ, the King -crown-giver and Lord (Master?)
of us all, who has given to us the great commander and King
of Kings, the great Ivan Alexander, the most orthodox of all, ...
and leader in war, and mighty in battles, gracious (amiable?),
benevolent, pink-cheeked, kind-sighted, handsome in
appearance, with bent knees and upright walking, gazing
sweetly over all, righteous beyond words, judge of orphans
and widows. Hence I will say, who, among us, after having
seen the King, would return grieving to his home? In his military
might, he seems to me like a second Alexander of ancient
times. Like him, [Ivan Alexander] from the very beginning [of
his reign] took many cities with fortitude and courage. So he
appears before us, the great Ivan Alexander, ruling over all
the Bulgarians, he, who has proven himself in difficult and
hard battles; who has powerfully overcome the Greek King
and when the latter was at a loss, he captured him and took
the fortified towns: Nessebar [Messambria on the Black Sea]
and all of the Pomorie [the Black sea Coast] together with
Romania, as well as Bdin and all of the lower Danube even to
the Morava river. The rest of the towns and villages, countries
and countryside fell at his feet. And having captured all his
enemies, he triumphed over them establishing a solid silence
in the Universe. It seems to me that this King appeared as a
new Constantine among the Kings in his faith and piety, heart
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and character, having as scepter the triumphant Cross; when
bearing and showing this standard he drove away and
dismissed all resisting and arrogant forces … No other since
the first [Bulgarian] kings seems to me equal to this great King
Ivan Alexander, Glory and Praise of all Bulgarians. Look, all
you, young and old, and raise your flags in combats for the
glorious King of Bulgaria. Come forth, now you, patriarchs
and bishops, monks and ascetics, judges, slaves and freemen,
dignitaries and all the army (or king’s men); and rejoice you
with inexpressible joy and render glory to the great King Christ
our God, the wreath-giver, and raise to him your victorious
song: Oh, Holy Trinity, save the Bulgarian King, protect and
strengthen him, give him victory over his enemies and …
endow him with longevity, O Lord of us all. For I, while
weaving joyful praises, say: ‘Rejoice, o King of the Bulgarians,
King of Kings. Rejoice chosen by God, rejoice o merciful,
Rejoice, o crowned by God! Rejoice guarded by God! Rejoice
leader in war-times! Rejoice, intercessor of the faithful! Rejoice
Bulgarian Glory and Praise! Rejoice King Alexander! Rejoice
Ivan! Rejoice, together with your pious spouse, Queen
Theodora! Rejoice, together with your sweet children Michael King, and Asen, and Sratzimir and Asen! Rejoice, o,
town of Tarnovo! Rejoice his towns and countries! Rejoice
thee and rejoice again for that you have such a King! Let God
strengthen them in their power and let God offer them heavenly
Kingdom and let him settle them in the palace of heaven for
ever, now and ever and unto ages of ages. Amen’”.
(translated from old Bulgarian)
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